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Abstract— Information on Internet and especially on Web sites increasing rapidly day by day, Web sites play an important role in this
manner where a lot of Web users are always upload, download and brows a lot of contents based on their needs. Web server provide a
way to browse these contents that scattered in many Web sites that reside in it by assigning an Internet Protocol (IP) address or
Domain Name System (DNS) to be accessed around the world. Server log the requests that made by users to access their interesting
content then store this information in the form of log file. Log file size can be growth from some kilobytes to several megabytes in few
days depending on data traffic and the popularity of Web sites. With the fast growth of the data and information in Web environment
made a necessity to use sophisticated techniques that have never used in other domains to extract knowledge and significant Web
patterns. Web Mining is an extension of Data Mining that integrated various technology in research fields including Artificial
Intelligence (AI), statistics, informatics, knowledge discovery and computational linguistics. The aim of Web Mining is to provide a
algorithm or technique to make data accesses more efficient and convenient. Web Mining techniques are categorized into three classes
depend on which part to be mined which are: Web Content Mining (WCM), Web Structure Mining (WSM) and Web Usage Mining
(WSM), in this paper a survey of Web Mining techniques and application are discussed briefly.
Keywords— web mining; Web Content Mining (WCM); Web Usage Mining (WUM); Web Structure Mining (WSM); data mining; log
file.

content to the requested users. WSM is a process of
discovered and extracting structural information from Web
documents, where the mining process performed in two
levels depend on the type of structural data that used in
analyzing process, which are hyperlink level and web page
level [2]. WUM defined as the process of applying Data
Mining techniques to find out the patterns of usage data in
order to comprehend and better serve web-based application
requirements, the following table 1 illustrate the categories
of Web Mining techniques and applications [3, 4].
From the table 1 notify that categories of Web Mining are
differs from each other based on the type of data to be mined
and the kind of extracted knowledge. WCM focused on Web
site contents such as Web page text, images and other
attached media, Data Mining techniques applied on this
category includes the pre-processing of Web page textual

I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD),
it is mostly defined as discovering process of underlying
patterns from large amount data that stored in large
databases. The massive growth of data amount on World
Wide Web (WWW) where enormous Web pages created
frequently made the mining and analyzing of useful
information is a practical challenge. WWW consist of
billions of interconnected Web pages, which published by
millions of authors on the world. Web page is a document
that is suitable to view by WWW through using Web
browsers [1]. WCM is a process of extracting a valuable
information or knowledge from Web page contents. Web
page may include text, images, videos, audios or other
structure content like tables and it designed to convey this
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contents as well as such other content like images depends
on the application requirements. WCM techniques can be
utilized in many Web applications that aim to discover Web
objects that having common characteristics or patterns such
as group of Web pages that talking about similar topics
(subjects), or similar Web images that includes certain
objects like logos, watermarks or faces [4, 8]. Second Web
Mining category is WSM, which concern with the process of
discovering semantic features from Web pages such as the
correlation among Web pages that belong either to similar or
different Web sites. Hence, this category aimed to find group
of Web pages or Web sites that relevant to each other based
on structural links topologies, analyzing of this kind of data

may require extracted massive links among Web pages,
which produced fractal links when there is no correlation
may exist among Web sites [6]. Finally, WUM also called
Web log mining that attempts to extract, discover and
analyzing interesting users' accesses, user transaction,
clickstreams patterns and other associate data generated
from user interaction with Web resources. Most Web
development applications used Web Usage Data to analysis
and extracted information about user profile, access patterns,
familiar pages' contents, actions, and others, which used by
many World largest companies such Yahoo, MSN, Amazon
and others to discover their users' access patterns [7].

TABLE I
WEB MINING TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATION

Web Mining Taxonomy
Web Content Mining
Approach

IR view

DB view

Web Structure Mining

Web Usage Mining

- Structured
- Unstructured

Semi-structured

Link structure

Interactivity

Data source

- Web documents
(text, image, video, Audio)

Hyper-text documents

Link structure
(inter links / intra links)

-

Representation Model

- Text based (VSM, n-gram)
- Phrase based, concepts.
- relational

- Labelled graph
- Relational

- Graph

- Relational table
- graph

-

- Proprietary algorithms
- Association Rule

- Proprietary algorithms

- Machine learning
- Statistical
- Association Rule

- Sub-set structure
- Web site Schema

- Classification
- Clustering

- Classification
- Clustering
- Association Rule

Data view

DM techniques

Application Area

Machine learning
Statistical

- Classification
- Clustering

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
WCM refer to mining, extracting and integrate of valuable
information (knowledge) from Web pages' content, which
including several techniques to mining different data types,
the following figure 1 illustrate the current and novel
techniques that used to analyzing the Web contents [4, 12, 8].
A. Unstructured Data Techniques
Most data that available on the Web is in unstructured
form, unstructured Web mining techniques illustrates as
follow:

Server log
Proxy log
Client log

3) Summarization: Is a technique that used to reduce the
length of Web documents and give decision to the user if
should read these documents (pages) or not instead of
reading the first paragraph to know if the Web document is
related or not to his interest [5].
4) Categorization (Classification): Classification is the
process of assigning class label to the Web contents from set
of pre-defined classes (labels) in dataset, classification of the
Web contents can be dividing into [8, 12]:
• Web Page Classification (Categorization)
Web page classification is a process of assigning class or
category to the Web page from set of prior classes or
categories. The different between Web categorization and
Topic tracking is the last one is concerned with the contentoriented topics [5]. Web page categorization is differing
from traditional text document categorization process by the
following aspects, first, categorization of traditional text
document is typically implemented on structured and
consistence style while Web page do not have this attribute.
Second, Web pages mostly exist in unstructured HTML
forms and includes such other attributes that do not exist in
text documents such as keyword, title, head and description
tags [13].

1) Information Extraction (IE): This technique is very
interest when there is a large volume of accumulated text.
This technique can provide KDD by transform unstructured
data form to structured form then mined information by
using several rules, IE that made incorrect prediction on data
are discarded [11].
2) Topic Tracking: The process of finding Web
documents that related to user query by identifying the Web
pages that related to certain topics, then using hyperlinks to
identify group of Web pages that relevant to a specific topic
[5, 12].
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•

1) Web Crawler: Also known as spiders or robots,
crawler are the programs that automatically traverse through
hyperlink structure and download correlated Web pages.
There are many applications for crawling software such as
Web site monitoring, Web pages' categorization, Web
content updating and business intelligence [20].

Web Sites Classification

Web site rather than Web page also can be classifying;
many approaches used for Web sites classification, one
approach uses Web site's home page contents based
classification [15], other approach is used HTML tags to
classifying Web sites such as classifying sites into industry
categories as in [16], while another is used link structure
attributes based classification [17]. Web page classification
may support Web site classification by knowing the topic of
Web page we know also the global Web site topics [18].

2) Wrapper Generation: Wrapper Generation can be
defined as the process of ranked Web pages based on Web
rank value for retrieving related Web pages by search
engines according to the query that made by users through
their Web browsers [22, 23].

5) Clustering: Clustering is a technique that used to
group similar objects, Web environments include several
Web contents, which clustered based on certain
characteristics or parameters for example Web pages
clustering. Clustering Web can be one of the following types
[12, 14].
• Web Page (Document) Clustering

3) Web Page Content Mining (WPCM): WPCM is a
mining process of the entire content of Web pages by search
engines to ranked Web pages through searching process, this
process includes extracting structured data, then list the
result based on its correlation [14, 22].
C. Semi-Structured Data Techniques
Including the techniques that used to extract data
combined from heterogeneous sources such as Web page in
database, books and Author's which have been written in
semi-structured forms, these techniques includes the
following [12, 14, 22]:

Web pages are grouping based on such related contents,
this information is useful in search engines and information
retrieval approaches, which increased the accessibility and
develop content, based delivering applications [14].
•

Web Objects Clustering

1) Object Exchange Model (OEM): Defined as the
process of extraction useful information from semistructured contents, then segment similar content into
coherent groups [14].

Clustering of Web objects establish a method for
grouping relative content to serve user queries, objects may
include text files, images, videos and sound tracks [12].
•

Web Sites Clustering

2) Top-Down Extraction: Defined as the process of
extraction complex objects from different Web resources
and decompose them till tiny objects have been extracted
and collected [16].

Web sites clustering is a process that aim to group similar
Web sites that having similar characteristics. There are many
critical challenges to implement this task, which includes
extracting of the textual content from several Web pages is a
complex task and requires many pre-processing steps,
second, mining multimedia content such as images, audios
and videos need novel techniques that do not implemented in
large computation time [13, 15].

3) Web Data Extraction Language: This technique used
to convert semi-structured Web contents into structured
forms, then deliver it to the end-user, such as RDF (Resource
Description Framework), XMDP (XHTML Metadata
Profiles) and JSON-LD (JavaScript Object Notation for
Linked Data) [21].

6) Information Visualization: Web contents can be better
comprehended by using visualization tools. Thus, there is a
necessity to improve a tool that able to providing a graphical
representation of Web objects. These tools are able to
visualizing significant information such as Web usage time,
users' clickstreams, Web sites relationships, Web pages'
correlations, users access patterns…etc. in conceptually,
there are many visualization tools used with Web contents
such as STATISTICA, NCSS, Ggobi and T-SNE, where
user can visualize large contents in pictorial forms like
statistics pars, histograms, scatter plot and many other [8, 12,
15].

D. Multimedia Data Techniques
Multimedia techniques are the processes of extracting and
discovering knowledge from multimedia dataset like text,
images, audios, videos and combination of them from large
multimedia database that are not ordinarily accessible by
basic user queries. Multimedia techniques involve some
Data Mining techniques such as classification, clustering,
sequence patterns mining, association rule and standard
statistics [22]. The main goals behind Multimedia Data
Mining System (MDM) are similarity search in multimedia
data, indices construction and retrieval implementation,
description-based retrieval by using (keywords, tags, caption,
time stamp and size), content-based retrieval such (color,
histogram, texture, shape, wavelet transform). Multimedia
mining involving two basic steps, which are extracting
underling features from interesting data and selecting
multimedia mining method to identify desired contents.
Multimedia techniques categorized to the following
techniques [23]:

B. Structured Data Techniques
Applying Data Mining techniques to extracted
information from structured data as in the Web pages, thus
structured data in Web pages comes in the forms of tables,
list and tree. Structured data by compared to unstructured
forms it's easy to extract, the techniques used with structured
data types described as follow [19].
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indexing, content-based retrieval and classification of visual
objects [8].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main goal behind WSM is to extract previously
unknown relationships among the Web pages that belong to
single or many Web sites. There are two different
approaches in WSM, which are link topology mining and
link URL mining; both approaches used a different raw data
and methods. Topology mining percept the Web as a graph
in such a way the web pages represented as nodes and the
edges are the hyperlinks among these pages [7]. URL mining
conjunction with link topology for the source and targets
pages to construct more accurate link patterns model. WSM
can be used in future works to analyzing social networks and
identifying users' communities that having common
information sources [6], application upon WSM are
illustrates as follow:
A. Clustering
Web includes several objects that exist mostly with no
integrated structure; the objects in the WWW are the Web
pages, which are linkage to other pages through the links [8].
The main goal of clustering technique is to group similar
pages based on the kind of structure information used which
includes: Hyperlinks, Document structure and Link analysis.
Therefore, clustering enables of connected Web pages to
establish relationship of other related pages and allows users
to access the desired information through keyword
association and extracted contents [21, 22].
B. Classification
Classification is a supervised Data Mining techniques that
aim to assign class property from set of predefined set of
classes, in Web data there two types of classification which
are [14, 15]:

Fig.1. Web Content Mining Techniques and Applications

1) Text Mining: Text mining refers to the process of
applying Data Mining techniques that to extract significant
text portions (blocks) from unstructured Web documents.
Bag of Words (BOW) is a common model used in Web
mining to represent the absence or presence of textual
features (e.g. sentences or words), this model also called
Vector Space Model (VSM) [9].

1) Link-Based Classification: Link (hyperlink) based
classification is the most recent upgrading technique in Web
mining, the main goal behind it is to predict the category of
the Web page based on the links attributes (e.g. Links among
Web pages, Anchor text and other HTML tags) [17, 19].
Hyperlinks is a structural portion that connect different
location in Web pages to other location either within the
same page or other pages that belongs to single or many
Web sites. Link (hyperlink) structure classified into two
types, which are inter-document hyperlinks and intradocument hyperlinks. Inter-document hyperlink defined as
the hyperlink that connect different Web pages while intradocument hyperlink connects different parts within the same
Web page [28].

2) Image Mining: The technique that used to discover image
patterns or useful information from large collection of
images called image mining. Image mining may conclude
several approaches such as digital images processing, image
understanding,
multimedia
databases,
Artificial
Intelligent…etc., there are many proposed methods that
focused on processing the images itself to extract the desired
features such as texture analysis, line detection, smoothing,
color histogram and many others to solve the task of image
analysis [22].

2) Content-Based
Classification:
Content
based
classification aims to classifying Web page based on the link
(hyperlink) contents (anchor text of the link). Hence, every
Web page assigned to class based on the words that appears
in their links, this approach is required iterative technique for
assigning the labels, due to class of Web pages may
potentially changes through the links that scattered on the
Web page itself [14].

3) Audio Mining: This technique is concern with the process
of analyzing and searching through an audio content, it is
generally use with the field of speech recognition [14].
4) Video Mining: Video mining involves the tasks of digital
video processing which includes automatic segmentation,
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C. Retrieval
Information that containing in the hyperlinks plays an
important role for retrieving the results in the search engines,
where the anchor text portions (text that appear in hyperlinks)
of predecessor Web pages are already indexed by World
Wide Web Worms. There are two types could be retrieved
based on user query: authorities' pages and hubs pages [14,
30]. Every Web page assign two scores, one is called
authority score and the other its hubs score by using an
algorithm called HITS (hyperlink-induced topic search)
which comes to solve the problems of Web search engines
[30]. Authority’s pages are the pages that containing
significant information about the query topic, while the
pages that points to many authority Web pages is called hub
pages and its useful resources in the Web. Hence, the scores
determined which page is a good hub page if it is containing
pointers to many good authorities, and good authority page if
many good hubs pages point it and pages are ranked based
on score values in Web search engines [14, 16, 30].
D. Web Usage Mining
WUM also called web log mining that attempt to extract,
discover and analysis interesting users' accesses, user
transaction, clickstreams patterns and other associate data
generated from user interaction with Web resources and
stored it in standard text file format called log file that reside
on the Web server itself. Most web development
applications used Web usage data to analysis and extracted
information about user profile, access patterns for the pages'
contents, actions, and others and it used by many World
largest companies such Yahoo, MSN, Amazon and others to
collect data from Web log access to discover their users'
access patterns [7, 9].
In WUM, data can be collected from different levels or
obtain from an organization as dataset such as NASA, the
data collected differ in terms of content structure, sources,
type of information available, segment methods and
implementation method. Data source levels of Web Usage
Data categorized into: Client level data, Proxy level data and
Server level data [10, 11], figure 2 shows the architecture
level of Web data sources.

•

Client Level Log

This kind of log file reside in client's browser window
which include information related to single user actions
towards single or many Web sites browsing behavior [5].
Cookies used to store status information of Web site such
passwords and some related information like passwords, and
this information stored in client machine and can recognize
this user from others due its contain information about user's
browsing operating system, this kind of log file in many
Web applications is not considered due to client cookies may
disable by user for security and privacy issues and collecting
information from all users is a practically difficult task [27].
•

Proxy Level Log

Proxy Log act as an intermediate stage that take HTTP
requests from whole users and passing it to Web server, then
returns the results by the Web server and passing it again to
the submitted users. Web proxy log file can record all the
requests that made by users' communities that access to the
Internet through Internet Service Providers (ISPs), it's
possible to identify host machine name making that request
along with other underling information [1, 14]. The
drawbacks of Proxy level are the construction Proxy server
is a difficult task and it required advanced networking
programmers, and request interception is limited [28, 29].
•

Server Level Log

Server log file provide most accurate and complete usage
data when users interact with various Web sites. Log data is
primary used in WUM which contain access log data and
application log data. Pre-processing of web data is a
practical challenge in many Web applications due to the
following reasons: the scale of Web data exceeds any
conventional database, log data stored in Web server log file
is in standard text file format and comes in different formats,
inferring cached pages' references and clickstream patterns
and its relationship to other related data all these reasons
make preprocessing is often most time consuming and
computationally insensitive step [3, 7].

Fig.2. High level architecture of different Web services
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analyzing the significant parts in Web pages' content to be
used for significant application such as recommendation
system or Web pages' classification / clustering.

WUM often required to use special and heuristic
algorithms which are not commonly used in other domains,
many research work focused only on pre-processing and
integration data sources for varies analysis, successfully
employment of Data Mining techniques in Web Usage Data
is highly correlated with the pre-processing tasks [7].
There are different WUM techniques applied to extract
knowledge from log data described as follow:

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we survey various Web mining techniques
that used by a lot of Web application recently. We had also
reviewed a comparison among Web mining categories based
on significant approaches used currently by most of research
works. Since, Web environment is a huge area and there are
a lot of work to do in future, we hope this paper could be
providing a good starting points to knowing current Data
Mining techniques that applied upon different Web data and
also help to identifying opportunities for forthcoming
research works by understanding the nature of the data that
reside on different Web resources.

1) Classification: There are many algorithms can be
used for classifying users into set of pre-defined classes, this
process includes training a classifier algorithm along with
training data then used for classify tested part [8].
2) Clustering: The technique that groups' users with
similar characteristics in Web Usage Data is called
clustering, there are two types of clustering can be addressed
here which are: usage clustering and pages clustering, usage
clustering tends to group Web users with similar navigation
patterns, while page clustering tends to group pages that
having related contents [10].
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